
Hamid

A day too late at the Konzerthaus.
A frown line borrowed for faces,
Just asking,
Did you see the lifejackets?

But it’s Französich Straße,
And the streets edged with impossible promise.

Each morning it’s,
Dry bread and fresh kaze.
Fucking impossible,
Some say.

reach me through paper 
reach me from the belly

Entropic desires form mountains,
Flicked through,
And willingly crossed.

Popped into the university,
Where all seemed aware. 
But nothing meant anything,
And everything,
Sand-grains,
In the ocean…
And oceans on a map

So i walked home and thought about Hamid,
And where his lifejacket now is,
One footstep crumbles into the next.

reach me on the u-bahn
reach me on the cold ground

Off the map,
Oceans and oceans of time will pass.
Kalpa upon kalpa,
But still these singularities,
Time wont forget.

Newspapers / mitoses / trees.

This week 28 citizens died in attacks in Istanbul.
67 died crossing the Adriatic sea.
6 tourists died in an avalanche in the Swiss Alps.
14,000 life jackets from the Berlin Konzerthaus.



Solstice

Forgotten faces, flattened into northern hills. 
Curved with sniggers and titters, 

Rolling with the breath which propels them. 

Sheep gathered around a water tankard like a sacrifice, 
Solstice, 

Not again. 

I am passing the sheep with a speed and a need to return. 
Haven't for ages. 

Induces claustrophobic sweats. 
Feel like a sheep gathered around a water tankard there. 

  
But if i approach them at a passing speed, 

I, 
A relativity, 

Meet one stand of wool, then neither or another. 
The ungraspable bay of Kadakoul, eating kippers in bread,

 A climbing scale dribbled across the silver water. 
Comes back to me, 

This vehicle, 
  

To old terrains. 



Salford Wasteland

this morning waking
under heavy blankets 

(or concrete)
the weight of all dead generations

are nudging lightly

lonely lovers 
sucking up history

stories loop incessantly into feedback
amongst our porous lungs

a perverse invasion
from a sentimental drone

or 
a nomadic hommage 

to settlements lost

where is the body allowed
confrontational

psychedelic
feedback settles
(hovers ghostly)

and we’re homeless
and homed by a system

and we are the homeless camp under the bridge

(a damp breath across a wasteland)

Tram stop

Smoke rolls into the distance.
Words empty out meaning.
out the pail.
no more water 
no more moon  
I watched my tram spin back out and past me,
Hearing Mancunian stutters like alien hymns.

On desert shores,
Sickened,
That things which mattered then, now only matter less.
Lust,
Stillness,

Dissemination /into all things.



Timo

With a white page in one hand,
And a white vast hole in the centre of his belly,

I dove inwards and clung to the rims of my intestines.

The soothing,
Of the the soul,

 From inside out.

I wanna wail.
You must stay!

I really should become like you,
And learn from you,

Over and over into the blue. 
The deepest blue ,

and the green the ferocious green,
Green perspectives of beings healed by you.

Woman

I scream.
why, why i scream?

(She screamed)

i am paining.
so much paining.

I wound round the banister of the U-Bahn to see her…

Then we were holding each other.
Then she said,

now i am crying inside
And so was I.

So blue, on that clear June night.



Circles

a name whispered softly
and so a thousand more

echoes through a cave
and so a thousand more

a thousand insects beneath a stone
as if you could count

let go my  love

a crumpled old bed
and cigarette smoke

a crumpled old bed
the side of a face

the illustration of a face
as if you could know

for whom the bell tolls

a thousand old photographs of cigarette smoke
a thousand unmade beds undo a thousand more

a thousand faces
a thousand hands

touch a thousand seas 
and crumple beneath the waves

a thousand times your name was called 
a thousand times was mine

morning breaks with a laptop screens artificial light
the memory of a memory of  memory of a feeling 

that you've seen it all before a thousand times


